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Additional exercises for Maths for Science Chapter 9: Angles and trigonometry

Section 9.1 Measuring angles: degrees and radians

Question 9.1

Convert the following from radians to degrees:

(a) 0.563 radians

(b)
π

5
radians

(c) 3π radians

(d) 1.5708 radians

(e)
5π
8

radians

Question 9.2

Convert the following from degrees to radians:

(a) 4.5◦

(b) 18◦

(c) 720◦

(d) 1.6◦

(e) 27.9◦

Section 9.2 A quick look at triangles

Question 9.3

(a) Two of the internal angles in a triangle measure 90◦ and 45◦.

What is the third internal angle?

(b) Two of the internal angles in a triangle measure
π

3
radians and

π

4
radians.

What is the third internal angle?

Question 9.4

(a) The hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle measures 5.6 cm and one of the other sides measures 4.3 cm.
How long is the third side?

(b) Find the length of the hypotenuse in a right-angled triangle given that the other two sides both measure
5.0 mm.

Section 9.3 Calculating with angles: trigonometry

Question 9.5

Use your calculator to find the following, giving your answers to four significant figures where appropriate.

(a) tan 18◦

(b) cos
π

5
(where

π

5
is in radians)

(c) cos 4.5◦

(d) sin 3π (where 3π is in radians)
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Question 9.6

(a) Use your calculator to find the angle θ (in radians) for which tan θ = 1.367.

(b) Use your calculator to find the angle φ (in degrees) for which cos φ = 0.1567.

Question 9.7

(a) Find the angle α in the triangle below. Give your answer in degrees.

..

6.1 cm

.

2.5 cm

. α

(b) Find the length a in the triangle below.

..
a

.

56 m

.
11◦

(c) Find the angle θ in the triangle below.

..

12.9 m

.

5.61 m

.

θ

(d) Find the length X in the triangle below.

..

14 m

.

X

. 72◦

Question 9.8

A woman of height 1.6 m uses a gun clinometer like the one illustrated in Figure 9.17 of Maths for Science.
She records an angle of 6.5◦ when the gun clinometer is aligned with the top of a wind turbine, known to be
65 m tall. The ground between the woman and the wind turbine is flat. How far is she from the wind turbine?
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Question 9.9

The diagram below shows a tilting stratum of rock. The outcrop at the Earth’s surface has a with of 9.5 m and
the angle of dip is 19◦, as shown. What is the true thickness of the stratum (labelled as T in the diagram)?

..
9.5 m

.

T

.
19◦

Question 9.10

When light of wavelength λ passes through a diffraction grating with a grating spacing d, the angle θn of the
nth order beam is given by

sin θn =
nλ
d

(Equation 9.13 in Box 9.5)

(a) A beam of light of wavelength 5.89 × 10−7 m passes through a diffraction grating with spacing
d = 1.64 × 10−6 m. Find the angle of the first-order diffracted beam.

(b) If a graph was plotted of sin θn against n, what would you expect the gradient to be?

Section 9.5 Small angle approximations

Question 9.11

For θ = 4◦, use small angle approximations to estimate the following:

(a) sin θ

(b) cos θ

(c) tan θ

Question 9.12

Use a small-angle approximation to find length D in the diagram below.

..

1.6 × 105 m

. D. 1.2◦

Question 9.13

Concorde, passing vertically overhead, subtends an angle of 0.5◦. Concorde is 62 m long; how high is it?
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